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Programme 2 The Harp �A sound so melting�

Broadcast Dates
Programmes are broadcast on BBC 2 in Northern Ireland on Thursday mornings from 10.50-
11.20am.

Programme Title Broadcast Date

1 The Pipe Band 9th November

2 The Harp 16th November
3 The Metrical Psalm 23rd November
4 The Uilleann Pipes 30th November

Programme 2 � The Harp
by Eithne Vallely

Learning Objectives:

At the end of the programme pupils will have:

• Gained knowledge about the background and history of the harp in Ireland. 
 
• Learned of its importance in the social life of medieval Ireland and its subsequent fortunes. 
 
• Become aware of the motivation of musicians at the forefront of the revival of harp-playing.

About the Programme

In this programme we meet a number of the top performers and teachers who have been 
responsible for a revival of interest in harp playing, particularly in the north of Ireland. These 
include Janet Harbison, who founded the Belfast Harp Orchestra, and promoted summer schools 
and harp festivals and Patricia Daly, founder of Armagh Harpers and organiser of the Edward 
Bunting Festival.  The programme looks at the history of the harp � its high status in early Gaelic 
society, its fate after colonisation and the attempts at various times to revive it. Musicians describe 
the complexity of the instrument, and we see children being taught to play in the oral tradition.

They discuss the repertoire of the instrument, how they see its place in the contemporary 
traditional music scene, and the attitude of other musicians to the harp.

Background

Although the harp is found in many countries, it has always had a special position in Irish society. 
Over the years it became an icon or symbol � the harp �torn asunder� as a symbol of Ireland; the 
symbol of the United Irishmen; the RUC badge; bottles of Guinness��..

It belongs to a much older tradition than that of any other instrument in Ireland. The triangular 
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shaped harp certainly goes back at least to the 11th century. The early harps were heavy, with a 
willow sound-box hollowed out from a single piece of wood.  They were strung with metal strings 
and played with carefully-shaped Þ nger nails, producing a bright resonant sound. The harp was 
held against the left shoulder so that the left hand played the shorter treble strings and the right 
hand played the longer bass strings. It had two names � �cruit� and �cláirseach� (clársach in 
Scotland) .The oldest existing Irish harp (maybe the oldest in Europe) can be seen in Trinity 
College, Dublin. It dates from the 14th century and is known as the Brian Boru harp. This is the 
harp which we see on Irish coins.

In Gaelic society, the harpers were professional musicians belonging to the Bardic Order; the 
harper or �cruitire�  performed along with the court �Þ le� ( poet) or �reacaire� (reciter) playing 
triumphal, romantic or sad music as required. We know that they studied the art of harp-playing 
for many years in the Bardic Schools. However, their music was an oral tradition so we have no 
written records of it. 

With colonisation and the downfall of the Gaelic order, the harpers no longer had employment. 
Many became itinerants travelling the country and playing where they would be welcomed. 
Some found employment in the big houses of the new order and adapted to the demands of new 
audiences. 
 
Denis Hempson (or O�Hampsey), born in Magilligan, Co. Derry was a frequent performer at the 
Mussenden Temple. Hempson became blind as a child from smallpox and was sent to learn 
music. He lived through three centuries from 1695-1807.

Turlough O�Carolan ( 1670-1738) was the best known of the itinerant harpers. He composed 
music for his patrons many of whom have tunes dedicated to them e.g. Loftus Jones, Thomas 
Leixlip the Proud etc. and over 200 of his tunes still survive. (A number of his tunes are performed 
on the programme). His music is interesting in that it shows inß uences of old-style harp music, of 
traditional dance tunes and of the fashionable Italian composers, Corelli and Geminiani.

By the end of the 18th century the harp was going into decline as new fashions in Western 
European music were becoming popular. The emerging nationalist movement began to focus 
attention on the harp as an important element of Irish culture and it soon became the symbol of 
romantic nationalism. The harping tradition had almost faded into oblivion when a group of Belfast 
merchants, educated liberal Presbyterians � among them the McCracken family � decided in 1792 
to organise an assembly of harpers at the Exchange Rooms. Only 11 itinerant harpers could be 
found to take part, most of them over sixty and many blind. The oldest of these, Hempson, then 
97, still played in the old style with Þ nger nails. The organisers commissioned a young musician, 
Edward Bunting, who was born in Armagh and was now organist in St Anne�s Cathedral, to write 
down the music of the harpers in order that it might be preserved for posterity.  Following the 
Belfast Harp Festival, Bunting travelled through Ulster and Connaught collecting and notating 
more harp music. His Þ rst collection, �A General Collection of the Ancient Irish Music� was 
published in 1796, his second in 1809 and his Þ nal collection in 1840. His manuscript collection 
is preserved in Queen�s University, Belfast, and has recently been catalogued by Dr. Colette 
Moloney.
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In spite of the many attempts to continue the tradition, the old style of harp playing was gone 
by the beginning of the 19th century. During the 19th century a new style of harp, strung with 
gut and played with the pad of the Þ ngers became popular in the drawing rooms of the middle 
classes where it was used to accompany singing.  The poet, Thomas Moore, used such a harp to 
accompany his songs.

Even this harp had gone into decline by the 20th century, although it was still being taught in some 
convent schools, usually to accompany singing. Among the players who came into harp-playing 
in this tradition were Mary O�Hara and Kathleen Watkins in the 1950s.  Harp-players were mainly 
in demand to perform for American tourists, who loved the idea of the Irish colleen with her harp, 
and the medieval banquets in Bunratty Castle, complete with Irish cabaret, provided seasonal 
employment for harpers. Walton�s music shop in Dublin manufactured harps, published harp music 
and republished the Bunting collections in the 60s.

By the time the 60s folk revival arrived in Ireland, the harp was not considered to be a real 
traditional instrument at all, while the guitar, bouzouki, and bodhrán were enthusiastically included. 

Gráinne Yeats was one of the few harpers to do intensive research on the harping tradition. She 
had replica metal strung harps made and made important recordings on both metal and gut strung 
harps, including the music performed at the Belfast Harp Festival 1792.

In Europe, the Breton harp-player Alan Stivell brought the harp into the mainstream of popular folk 
music, using both an acoustic harp and an electro harp. Derek Bell brought the Irish harp and its 
repertoire to a world-wide audience for many years as harp player in The Chieftains

By the 70s, a young Cork musician, Máire Ní Chathasaigh, began to develop techniques to 
play dance tunes on the harp with ornamentation and left hand accompaniment which would be 
sympathetic to the nature of the music. Many players adopted Máire�s ideas and nowadays, most 
harp players can play jigs and reels as well as the older harp repertoire. One of the foremost 
exponents of dance music on the harp is Laoise Kelly, who is featured on the programme.  

Young people can now learn to play the harp in most of the major towns in Ireland and the 
instrument has also enjoyed a major revival in Scotland, Wales and America. Organisations such 
as Cairde na Cruite (Friends of the Harp), Janet Harbison�s Belfast Harp Orchestra, later, the Irish 
Harp Orchestra, and Patricia Daly�s Armagh Harpers organise regular teaching, promote summer 
schools and publish and record teaching materials. The Garvagh area of Co. Derry has a thriving 
harp school and preserves the memory of the great Denis Hempson.

Yet the harp has found great difÞ culty in integrating into the present world of traditional music 
making. It is still rare enough to Þ nd a harp in a professional traditional band or to encounter 
one at a session. Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann includes the harp in its Fleadh Cheoil competition 
programme although most of its branches do not provide tuition.

Hand-made Irish Harps are being made by craftsmen such as Sean O�Neill of Markethill. Harps 
are also imported from Japan, while some professional musicians use the French-manufactured 
Camac harps which feature electronic pick-ups on every string. 
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Musicians on the programme point out that in spite of the progress that the harp has made, it still 
suffers from an image problem.  Harpers are often engaged for weddings, receptions etc. merely 
to look nice but not necessarily be listened to. Many traditional musicians still do not regard the 
harp as a serious traditional instrument.

Resources:

• Publications

Vallely, Fintan (ed), The Companion to Irish Traditional Music (Cork University Press 1999).

O�Sullivan, Dónal, Carolan � The Life, Times and Music of an Irish Harper (Ossian Cork 
new ed. 2001).

Rimmer, Joan, The Irish Harp (Cork 1969)

Moloney, Colette, The Irish Music Manuscripts of Edward Bunting (1773 � 1843). 
Introduction and Catalogue Irish Traditional Music Archive (Dublin 2000).

• Recordings

The Belfast Harp Festival 1792, Gráinne Yeats Gael-Linn CEF 156CD

Harpestry, Derek Bell, Imaginary Road 314 536 142-2

Live in the Highlands, Máire Ní Chathasaigh & Chris Newman, OBM CD08
 
Just Harp, Laoise Kelly LK 001

Feasting with Carolan, Janet Harbison and Clarsheree, IHC 4

Harpbreakers, Sileas LAOCD127 (includes metal-strung, gut-strung & electro-harps)

Classroom Activities:

Compare and contrast the different types of harp

Identify the main differences between the Irish harp and the Concert harp.
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Question For Discussion After the Programme:

Gender: why are there more female harpists?

With a few notable exceptions (Derek Bell, Cormac de Barra, Paul Dooley), most harpers today 
are female.

Discuss how this might have come about.
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